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Abstract. Distance vector routing protocols (e.g., RIP) have been widely used
on the Internet, and are being adapted to emerging wireless ad hoc networks.
However, it is well-known that existing distance vector routing protocols are in-
secure due to: 1) the lack of strong authentication and authorization mechanisms;
2) the difficulty, if not impossibility, of validating routing updates which are ag-
gregated results of other routers. In this paper, we introduce a secure routing
protocol, namely S-RIP, based on a distance vector approach. In S-RIP, a router
confirms the consistency of an advertised route with those nodes that have propa-
gated that route. A reputation-based framework is proposedfor determining how
many nodes should be consulted, flexibly balancing securityand efficiency. Our
threat analysis and simulation results show that in S-RIP, awell-behaved node
can uncover inconsistent routing information in a network with many misbehav-
ing nodes assuming (in the present work) no two of them are in collusion, with
relatively low extra routing overhead.
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1 Overview
It is well-known that today’s Internet is not secure. Both Internet applications and the
underlying routing infrastructures are vulnerable to a variety of attacks. Although a
majority of incidents reported so far are realized by the exploitation of software vulner-
abilities in client and server machines, it has been noted long ago that abusing routing
protocols may be the easiest way for launching attacks [2], and a single misbehaving
router can completely disrupt routing protocols and cause disaster [23]. This viewpoint
has been more recently expressed by a group of network and security experts [4].

There are many factors that make today’s routing infrastructures insecure. Three of
them are as follows. 1) There are no strong security servicesbuilt into routing protocols.
Many routing protocols only provide weak authentication mechanisms, e.g., plain-text
password or system-wide shared keys, for authenticating peers or routing updates. As
a result, it is easy for an adversary to gain access to the routing infrastructure and ma-
nipulate routing information. 2) Software vulnerabilities and misconfigurations expose
routing infrastructures to severe risks. 3) Most routing protocols assume a trustworthy
environment. In the case where no authentication mechanisms are implemented, rout-
ing updates are accepted with only rudimentary validation.When authentication mech-
anisms are present, routing updates are verified for the correctness of data origin and
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integrity only. However, after a route update is verified to be “authentic”, the routing
information conveyed in the update is trusted and used to update the recipient’s routing
table. This is risky since data origin authentication, which includes data integrity [17],
cannot guarantee the factual correctness of a message. A malicious entity or a com-
promised legitimate entity can send false information in a correctly signed message. A
recipient can detect unauthorized alteration of the message, but cannot tell if the infor-
mation conveyed in the message is factually correct unless the recipient has the perfect
knowledge of what it expects to receive.

The difficulty of validating DV routing updates arises due tothe fact that they are the
distributed computational results of other nodes [22, 31].Mittal and Vigna [18] propose
to use intrusion detection sensors for validating routing advertisements by comparing a
routing update with a master routing database that is pre-computed off-line. One disad-
vantage is that their approach cannot prevent fraudulent misinformation from poisoning
others’ routing tables, although it may be able to detect it.Hu, Perrig, and Johnson [9]
propose to use hash chains and authentication trees to authenticate the distance of a
route. However, their approach does not address longer distance fraud.

We present a secure DV routing protocol, namelyS-RIP, based on RIP [15], which
can prevent router and prefix impersonation, as well as shorter and longer distance
fraud. InS-RIP, an advertised route is validated for its factual correctness before being
used to update a routing table. Given the difficulty of validating the factual correctness
of routing information in a DV routing protocol, we propose to useconsistencyas an
approximation ofcorrectness. An advertised route is treated as correct if it is consistent
among those nodes that have propagated that route. Unless those nodes involved in a
consistency check are in collusion, with high confidence a consistent route is correct.
By this approach, we hope that nodes surrounding a misbehaving node will uncover
inconsistency and prevent misinformation from further spreading.

A reputation-based framework is proposed for determining how many nodes to in-
volve in a consistency check, providing the flexibility for balancing security and effi-
ciency. Firstly, the notion of either trusting or distrusting a node is replaced bynode
reputationmeasured by a numeric value. Although in an intra-domain routing protocol
(e.g., RIP), routers are under a single administrative domain and tend not to be mutually
suspicious, they could be compromised due to software flaws.Malicious nodes can also
manage to join a routing domain by exploiting routing vulnerabilities. Therefore, fully
trusting any individual node even in an intra-domain routing protocol may introduce the
vulnerability that a malicious node can call into question the legitimacy of other nodes.
Node reputation provides the flexibility to relax this notion, and can be interpreted as
an estimation that a node will provide correct information in the near future. Secondly,
we propose an efficient method for computing the accumulatedconfidence in the cor-
rectness of a consistent routing update from the reputations of those nodes involved in
the consistency check. Combined with confidence thresholds, this method effectively
creates asized windowfor determining how many nodes to involve in a consistency
check.

The sequel is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes RIP vulnerabilities. Section
3 presents security objectives and mechanisms ofS-RIP. The reputation-based frame-
work is presented in Section 4.S-RIPis presented and analyzed in Section 5. Section
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6 presents simulation results. Section 7 reviews related work for securing routing pro-
tocols, with emphasis on securing DV routing protocols. Further comments and future
work are discussed in the last section.

2 Background: RIP Vulnerabilities

RIP (we mean RIPv2) is an Internet Standard intra-domain DV routing protocol (see
[15] for details). Despite certain limitations, e.g., the maximum distance between two
nodes is 15 hops, it is still used by many small and medium sizeorganizations (including
some universities). RIP has several known security vulnerabilities. Five of them are
discussed below.

1) An unauthorized node can easily join a routing domain and participate in routing
operations. This is referred to asrouter impersonation. RIPv1 [8] does not have any
authentication mechanism. RIPv2 only uses a clear-text password for authenticating
peers. Since a clear-text password can be easily captured, it provides only marginal ad-
ditional security in practice. Keyed MD5 has been proposed [1] to replace the password-
based authentication mechanism. However, it is still vulnerable in that one compro-
mised router discloses keying materials of every other router in the network.
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Fig. 1. m1 advertises a zero dis-
tance route for B. As a result,v1’s
routing table is poisoned by an in-
correct route forB. Traffic from A

to B will be forwarded byv1 to
m1, which causes service disruption
againstA sincem1 does not have a
route toB other than the one viav1.

In addition, RIP does not have any mechanism
for preventing aquestionable node(an unautho-
rized node or a compromised/malicious legitimate
node) from advertising fraudulent routing informa-
tion about distance or next hop.

2) A questionable node can claim a zero distance
to a non-directly connected network or a nonexis-
tent network. This is often referred asprefix im-
personation. The proposed MD5 authentication [1]
requires a system-wide shared secret key(s). This
makes router impersonation harder, but cannot pre-
vent prefix impersonation. Although prefix imper-
sonation is a bigger issue in inter-domain routing
protocol (e.g., BGP), it can also cause serious prob-
lems in intra-domain routing protocol (e.g., RIP).
Figure 1 shows that a malicious node can easily launch service disruption (a type of
denial of service) attacks by prefix impersonation. A similar incident (referred to as a
blackhole) has occurred in the ARPANET [16].

3) A questionable node may claim a distance shorter than the actual distance to a
destination. This is calledshorter distance fraud. This fraud can be used to attract traffic
to launch a variety of attacks (e.g., eavesdropping, session hijacking).

4) A questionable node can claim a distance longer than the actual distance for a
destination. This is calledlonger distance fraud. This fraud can be used to avoid traffic,
which may lead to unfair utilization of network links and cause network congestion.
Thus, it can be used to launch a denial of service attack. Thisfraud is different from
malicious packet dropping attacks. While they both result in packet dropping, the latter
can be detected by known techniques (e.g., secure traceroute [20]) while the former is
more stealthy.
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5) A questionable node may advertise arbitrary routing information or carefully
crafted routes to poison others’ routing tables, e.g., to cause routing loops or have in-
valid routes installed, and can also provide false information on a next hop.

3 Security Objectives and Mechanisms of S-RIP
To counter security vulnerabilities of RIP, we propose a newsecure DV routing proto-
col, namelyS-RIP. The security objectives ofS-RIPinclude: 1) preventing router im-
personation; 2) preventing prefix impersonation; and 3) preventing distance fraud (both
shorter and longer). Fraud can be committed by individual nodes or colluding nodes.
In this paper, we only consider uncoordinated individual fraud and leave the discus-
sion of collusion to the future work. Our proposed mechanisms for achieving the above
objectives are discussed below.

3.1 Preventing Router Impersonation

To preventrouter impersonation, we require Assumption A1: every router shares a dif-
ferent key with every other router in a RIP domain. With A1 andan authentication
algorithm (e.g., keyed MD5), a router can effectively detect router impersonation by
validating a message authentication code (MAC) of a routingupdate message. Pair-
wise shared keys make it more difficult for an unauthorized node to impersonate a
legitimate node, and ensure that the keying materials of onerouter will not be disclosed
when another router is compromised. Of course, use of sharedkeys results in additional
complexity; due to space limitations, we omit further discussion here.

3.2 Preventing Prefix Impersonation

To preventprefix impersonation, we require Assumption A2: there is a central authority
(e.g., a network administrator) with perfect knowledge of which router is physically
connected to which subnets in that autonomous system (AS). Such perfect knowledge,
or router-prefix mapping, is realistic for an AS since network configurations are admin-
istratively controlled by a single authority. The router-prefix mapping is then securely
distributed to each router, e.g., it can be pre-configured oneach router. Ongoing update
(e.g., additions of subnets or routers) can then be done through a secure channel (e.g.,
SSH) between the central authority and each router. Although network topology may
be dynamic (e.g., caused by link failures), we expect router-prefix mapping is relatively
static since addition/deletion of subnets usually occurs far less frequently than link fail-
ures. Other alternatives can also be used to prevent prefix impersonation, e.g.,address
attestationin S-BGP [14],authorization certificatesin soBGP [32], etc. However, they
may require a public key infrastructure, which has its own drawbacks.

3.3 Preventing Distance Fraud

Shorter and longer distance frauds are difficult to prevent.In a distance vector routing
protocol, routing updates received by a node are computational results or aggregated
routes of other nodes. Unless a node has perfect knowledge ofnetwork topology and
dynamics, it appears impossible to validate the factual correctness of aggregated routing
updates [22, 31].
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We propose to useconsistencyas an approximation of correctness. An advertised
route is validated by cross checking its consistency with the routing information of
those nodes from which this route is derived. If the route is consistent among those
nodes, it is treated as correct. Otherwise, incorrect. For example, in Figure 2, when
nodev2 advertises tov1 a 2-hop route forv5 with v3 as the next hop,v1 queriesv3’s
route forv5, which is 2 hops. Sincev2’s route forv5 is supposed to be one hop longer
thanv3’s route forv5 (this is specifically based on RIP, but can be easily generalized), an
inconsistency is detected. Althoughv1 does not know which node (v2 or v3) provides
invalid information,v1 knows that something is abnormal with this route. Therefore,
this route is dropped. Ifv2 advertises a 3-hop route forv5, it is consistent withv3’s
2-hop route. Thus, it may be accepted.§5 presents the algorithm details for consistency
checks and analyzes various threats.
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Fig. 2.Consistency Checks

To support consistency checks, we require As-
sumption A3: a node indicates (either voluntarily for
direct neighbors or upon request otherwise) the next
hop of each route in its routing table. For example, in
Figure 2,v2 should tellv1 thatv3 is the next hop on
the route forv5. v3 should also tellv1 that v4 is its
next hop tov5 upon request. Requests can be made by
RIP route request or other mechanisms (e.g., SNMP MIB query [3]). If a node fails to
provide information on next hops, its behavior is called into question.

One property of a DV routing protocol is that a node only communicates with its
direct neighbors and does not need to maintain the network topology beyond its direct
neighbors. In a link state (LS) routing protocol, a node advertises its link states to ev-
ery other node in the network by flooding, and each node maintains a whole view of
the network topology. A3 allows a node to query non-direct neighbors, which expands
node-to-node communication boundary in a DV routing protocol to a dynamic area (by
our reputation-based approach§4).

We thus note that our approach falls in between the DV and LS approaches. Pic-
torially, the communication range of an LS node covers the whole network (flooding),
while the communication range of a traditional DV node only covers its direct neigh-
bors (neighbor-to-neighbor). InS-RIP, the communication range of a node is dynamic.
Although it is certainly beyond direct neighborhood and could reach the whole net-
work, most likely, it will only cover a nearby neighborhood (e.g., within 2 or 3 hops)
dependent on window size (§4.3). Therefore, additional routing overhead generated by
non-neighbor querying is limited, as confirmed by our simulation results in§6. Require-
ment of storage space is also increased inS-RIP, but very slightly since anS-RIPnode
only needs to maintain the information of remote nodes when they are being or will be
consulted for a consistency check.

Another question which arises is: how does a node query a remote node if it does not
have a known route for that node? For example, in Figure 2, forv1 to validate a route for
v3, v1 may need to queryv3. However,v1 cannot talk tov3 if it does not have a route
for v3. This is a known problem that a secure routing protocol relies upon a routing
protocol for node reachability. InS-RIP, a temporary routing table is maintained, which
contains all routes to be validated. The temporary routing table is only used for route
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validation (not for routing data traffic). When a route passes a validation, it is moved to
the regular routing table and can be used for routing data traffic. In the above example,
v1 first installs the route forv3 into the temporary routing table, and sends tov2 a
routing request destined forv3. v2 should have a route forv3 since it advertises such a
route tov1 (otherwise, it is misbehaving). Whenv3 receives a route request fromv1, it
sends back tov1 a route response via a route either in its temporary routing table or the
regular one. This route request and response process incursadditional routing overhead,
but also adds another level of assurance that intermediate nodes are actually forwarding
packets. If we can make a route request or response message indistinguishable from a
normal data packet (e.g., by IPSec ESP [13]), this process may detect forwarding level
misbehavior, (i.e., a router advertising correct routes but does not forward data packets).

To implement A3 in RIP, the next hop field in a RIP routing update message can
be utilized. In RIP, the next hop field is only used for route optimization (avoiding an
extra hop). For example,v2 will not includev3 in the next hop field (by setting it to 0)
unless it believes thatv1 should forward traffic destined forv5 directly tov3. With A3,
v2 voluntarily includesv3 in the next hop. This changes the meaning of a next hop from
this is your next hopto this is my next hop. Thus, A3 allows a receiving node, instead of
an advertising node, to decide which node should be the next hop. Despite the change
of the meaning, A3 is still compatible with RIP since a receiving node will ignore the
next hop field (treats it as null) if it is not directly reachable. To interoperate with an
existing implementation of RIP, anS-RIPnode may get next hop information from a
RIP node by external mechanisms, e.g., SNMP MIB query.

4 Reputation-Based Framework
In this section we present a reputation-based framework, consisting of a reputation up-
date function, an efficient method of computing accumulatedconfidence, localized rules
for processing routing updates, and a sized window method for balancing security and
efficiency.

4.1 Reputation Definition
We propose to use node reputation as an estimation of the confidence in that a node
will provide correct routing information in the near future. Every node assigns an initial
value as the reputation of every other node in a network. A node’s reputation is then
dynamically updated by Equation 1. The detail of how this equation is derived is given
in [30]. Many possibilities exist forci(j, t+1). We propose Equation 2 for its simplicity.

ri(j, t + 1) =
ri(j, t)

2
+ ci(j, t + 1) (1)

ci(j, t) =

{

0.5 if j provides consistent information at timet
0 otherwise (e.g., ifj provides conflicting information at timet)

(2)

One property of Equation 1 is that ifri(j, t) 6= 1, ri(j, t+1) will be always less than
1. Thus, if nodei does not assign an initial value of 1 or higher asj’s reputation,ri(j)
will always be in the range[0, 1). We propose Equation 3 for computing an accumulated
confidence from node reputation in the correctness of a routing update consistent among
a group of nodes.
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Definition 1 (Accumulated Confidence)Letrx(v1), rx(v2), . . . , rx(vn) bex’s rating
of the reputation of nodesv1, v2, . . . , vn, respectively. In the case that routing informa-
tion from nodesv1, v2, . . . , vn, is consistent, nodex’s confidence in that information,
denoted byrx(v[1..n]), is defined as follows, wherev[1..n] denotesv1, v2, . . . , vn:

rx(v[1..n]) =











rx(v1) if n = 1
rx(v1) +

(

1− rx(v1)
)

· rx(v2) if n = 2

rx(v[1..n− 1]) +
(

1− rx(v[1..n− 1])
)

· rx(vn) if n > 2
(3)

Although developed independently based on our intuition, it turns out that Equation
3 is consistent with Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) of evidence reasoning [5, 27] if we
assume that in our case, for alli (1 ≤ i ≤ n), vi acquires its information from an
independent source. The proof is given in [30]. The advantage of Equation 3 is that it
is intuitive and computationally efficient. Although DST ismore general, e.g., it can
handle conflicting information, it is computationally lessinefficient since it involves set
operations.

4.2 Validation Rules

We propose a set of rules for determining how to treat routingadvertisements based on
node reputation. Two thresholds (θ1, θ2) are used to divide the reputation domain into
three levels, namely low, medium, and high.

Rule 1 (Low Reputation). If nodej’s reputation rated byi is in the low range (0 ≤
ri(j) < θ1), nodei will ignore a routing advertisement fromj without cross-checking
its consistency with any other node(s).

Rule 2 (Medium Reputation). If nodej’s reputation rated byi is in the medium range
(θ1 ≤ ri(j) < θ2), nodei will cross check the consistency of a routing advertisements
from j with other node(s).

Rule 3 (High Reputation). If nodej’s reputation rated by nodei is in the high range
(θ2 ≤ ri(j) ≤ 1), nodei will cross check the consistency of a routing advertisement
from j with only one other node.

4.3 Sized Windows

Since there may be multiple nodes having propagated an advertised route, a mechanism
is required to decide how many nodes to involve in a consistency check. The more
nodes consulted (which agree with the the advertised route), the higher the confidence
acquired in the correctness of that route; but the network overhead will also be higher.
We use asized windowas a mechanism for balancing the trade-off between securityand
efficiency. The size of the window is the number of the nodes consulted in a consistency
check. The window size starts from 1. In other words, there isonly one node in the
window before the consistency check of an advertised route,which is the advertiser
of that route. The window size grows by one, or an additional node is consulted, if
the computed confidence using Equation 3 in the correctness of that route is less than
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θ2. The window size keeps growing for the advertised route until 1) an inconsistency
occurs, i.e., a node reports conflicting information; or 2) all the nodes in the window
agree upon the route, and 2.1) the computed confidence is greater thanθ2; or 2.2) all
informed nodes have been involved. In case 1), the route fails the consistency check and
is dropped. In case 2), the route succeeds the consistency check and is accepted.

5 Secure Routing Information Protocol (S-RIP)
We present the detail and analysis ofS-RIP. For an advertised route[dest , dist ,nh], we
usev0, v1, andvn to represent the recipient, the advertiser, and the ultimate destination
respectively. To be more specific, we usedist(v1, vn) andnh(v1, vn) to represent the
distance and the next hop respectively fromv1 to vn for this particular route.

5.1 S-RIP

When routerv0 receives fromv1 an advertised route[vn, dist(v1, vn),nh(v1, vn)], v0

validates the route as required by RIP [1]. If the route passes the validation, and will be
used to updatev0’s routing table,S-RIPis triggered to perform additional validations.
S-RIPwill NOT be triggered if the advertised route does not indicate a route change or
a topology change. Although the timer associated with this route will be re-initialized,
there is no need to re-validate the route since such a validation should have been done
when the route was first installed inv0’s routing table. Highlights ofS-RIPon validating
[vn, dist(v1, vn),nh(v1, vn)] are given immediately below. More details are presented
in the remainder of this section.

1. Is the advertised route self-consistent? If not, drop theroute.
2. If dist(v1, vn) = 0, v0 performs router or prefix authentication. If the authentica-

tion succeeds,v0 accepts the route. Otherwise, drops it.
3. If 1 ≤ dist(v1, vn) < 15,v0 checks the consistency of[vn, dist(v1, vn),nh(v1, vn)].

If the consistency check succeeds,v0 accepts the route. Otherwise, drops it.
4. If dist(v1, vn) ≥ 15, v0 accepts the route without validating it.

Self-consistency Check. v0 checks if[vn, dist(v1, vn),nh(v1, vn)] is self-consistent.
1) If v1, v2, or vn is not a legitimate entity, the route is dropped. A router is legitimate
to v0 only if v0 shares a secret key with it. 2) Ifdist(v1, vn) = 0, nh(v1, vn) should
bev1 itself since the advertised route is forv1 or a subnet directly attached tov1. 3) If
1 ≤ dist(v1, vn) < 15, the next hop must not bev0 orv1. v1 should not advertise a valid
route back tov0 from which it learns that route. Otherwise, the problem of counting to
infinity occurs. Although RIP recognizes this problem and proposes split horizon (or
with poisoned reverse) for solving it, a misbehaving node may not follow the rule and
intentionally create the problem.

Router/Prefix Authentication.If dist(v1, vn) = 0, v1 advertises tov0 a route for
itself or for a subnet directly attached tov1. If the route is forv1 itself, message au-
thentication already provides data origin authentication[17]. If the route is for a subnet,
the router-prefix mapping (§3.2) is used to validate ifv1 is physically connected to that
subnet. If the validation succeeds, the router is accepted.Otherwise, dropped.

Consistency Check.If 1 ≤ dist(v1, vn) < 15, v1 advertises tov0 a reachable route
for vn. v0 will check the consistency of that route withnh(v1, vn), let’s sayv2. v0
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will request fromv2 the routing information fromv2 to vn andv1. The message flows
are given in Table 1, where * denotes a information field to be provided. The adver-
tised route fromv1 for vn is treated as consistent withv2’s routing information if
dist(v2, v1) = 1 anddist(v1, vn) = dist(v2, vn) + 1 (based on RIP). Otherwise in-
consistent.

v0 → v2 [vn, ∗, ∗]
[v1, ∗, ∗]

v0 ← v2 [vn, dist(v2, vn), nh(v2, vn)]
[v1, dist(v2, v1), nh(v2, v1)]

Table 1.Routing Request and Response

If v1 is consistent withv2, v0 will
use Equation 3 to compute an ac-
cumulated confidence,rv0

(v1, v2). If
rv0

(v1, v2) ≥ θ2, v0 accepts the ad-
vertised route as correct. Otherwise,
v0 will consult with additional nodes
based on the next hop information. Be-
forev0 sends a route request to nodevi,
it checks if a network loop has been formed. A network loop is formed if the node (vi) to
be consulted has been consulted before. In the case that a loop is detected,v0 drops the
advertised route. Otherwise, the consistency check continues until one of the following
three conditions holds: 1)rv0

(v[1..k]) ≥ θ2. In this case, the advertised route fromv1

is treated as correct byv0. 2) rv0
(v[1..k − 1]) < θ2, andvk disagrees withvk−1, i.e.,

dist(vk−1, vn) 6= dist(vk, vn) + dist(vk, vk−1). In this case,v0 treats the advertised
route as inconsistent. 3)vn has been consulted. Ifvn disagrees withvn−1, the adver-
tised route fromv1 is treated as inconsistent. Otherwise,v0 will performs router/prefix
authentication withvn. If vn succeeds the authentication, the advertised route is treated
as correct no matter what the value ofrv0

(v[1..n]) is. Otherwise, the advertised route is
dropped asvn provides incorrect information.

Infinity Route.If dist(v1, vn) ≥ 15, v1 advertises tov0 an route forvn which is
infinite from v0. v0 does not validate an infinite or unreachable route since it istrivial
for v1 to make a valid route unreachable if it misbehaves, e.g., by disabling a network
interface or dropping packets. The consequence of such possible misbehavior is that
v0 will drop the route and will not forward packets tovn throughv1. If there is only
one route in the network fromv0 to vn and it goes throughv1, v0 will not be able to
communicate withvn. It seems to be hard to force a misbehaving node forward packets
for others if it is determined not to do so. Therefore, we hopea network is designed
with redundancy to accommodate a single point of failure. Inthat case, hopefullyv0

could find an alternative route tovn, bypassing the misbehaving nodev1.

5.2 Threat Analysis

A node may misbehave in several ways: 1) advertising false routing information; 2) pro-
viding false routing information specifically during a consistency check; 3) dropping a
validation request/reply message or not responding to a validation request; 4) manip-
ulating a validation request/reply message originated from other nodes; 5) providing
correct routing information but not forwarding data traffic.

1)Advertising false routing information. Given a route[vn, dist(v1, vn),nh(v1, vn)]
advertised by nodev1 to v0, v1 may provide false information aboutvn, dist , nh, or
any combination.
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1.1) Destination Fraud. v1 may advertise a route for a nonexistent destinationvn.
Under our proposal, such misbehavior can be detected sincev0 does not share a secret
key withvn if it is not a legitimate entity in the network.

1.2)Distance Fraud. v1 may advertise a fraudulent distance to a destinationvn, e.g.,
longer or shorter than the actual distance. Ifdist(v1, vn) = 0, butv1 is actually one or
more hops away fromvn, in our proposal,v0 can detect this fraud by router/prefix au-
thentication. Other shorter or longer distance fraud can bedetected by cross checking
consistency with those nodes which propagated the route in question. There are three
scenarios in which a consistency in the corroborating groupmay not represent correct-
ness: a) the nodes in the corroborating group are simultaneously misled by one or more
misbehaving nodes; b) the nodes in the corroborating group are colluding; c) a subset
of the corroborating group are colluding and mislead the rest of the nodes. Our idea is
that by increasing the size of the corroborating group, it isincreasingly unlikely that
these scenarios will not be detected.

1.3) Next Hop Fraud. Nodev1 may provide a fraudulent next hop to support its
claim of a longer or shorter distance. First,v1 may use fictional nodes as next hops.v1

then intercepts fromv0 the subsequent validation requests to these nodes and send back
false responses on behalf of them. In our scheme, a fictional node can be detected since
v0 does not share a prior secret with it. Second,v1 may use a remote node (i.e., a node
not directly connected tov1) as the next hop. For example, supposev1 is 5 hops away
fromvn. If v1 learns thatvm is one hop away fromvn, it may claim to be two hops away
from vn and usevm as the next hop. Unlessvm is willing to provide false information
(e.g.,dist(vm, v1) = 1) to coverv1’s misbehavior,v0 will be able to detect this fraud.
In the case thatvm is willing to collude withv1, we treat it as the case thatv1 establishes
a virtual link (e.g., TCP connection) withvm, and they forward packets over the virtual
link to each other. This misbehavior is equivalent to thewormholeattack studied by
Hu, Perrig, and Johnson [10].S-RIPmay detect such attack if a prior knowledge of
node physical connections is assumed. Otherwise, the proposedPacket Leashesdefense
mechanism [10] should be used.

2) Providing false routing informationin a consistency check. The fraud could be on
distance or next hop. When the false information cause inconsistency, the consequences
are: 2.1) correct routing advertisements may be disregarded by well-behaved nodes. We
think it is not to the advantage of a misbehaving node to mislead another node by this
type of misbehavior since it may be best to avoid a “valid” route through a misbehaving
node in any case. By dropping a route involving a misbehavingnode, the validation
node may take an alternative good route, albeit possibly suboptimal. 2.2) the reputation
of a well-behaved node may be decreased as a result of false information arising from
a misbehaving node. In the worst case, if nodev0’s rating of nodev1’s reputation is
decreased to the low range,v0 will disregardv1’s routing advertisements for a certain
period of time. Since consistency checks occur only on routechanges, a misbehaving
node,vm, may only damage the reputation ofv1’s reputation when there is a route
change which involves bothvm andv1 in a consistency check.vm’s own reputation may
also be decreased if it provides false information. Therefore,vm is unable to damage
another node’s reputation at its will. On the other hand,v1 has other chances to increase
its reputation when it advertises good routes (without going throughvm) to v0. So the
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effect of the type of misbehavior depends on the network topology and the location
of the misbehaving nodes. If one or more misbehaving nodes are located on the links
which can form a network-cut, they may be able to completely separate the network
through collusion. It would appear no approach is resilientto such misbehavior.

3) Dropping a validation request/reply message or not responding to a validation
request. This misbehavior can disrupt a validation process. As a result, the route being
validated will be dropped. We do not consider this as a major drawback since dropping
a route with misbehaving nodes en route allows an alternative route to be discovered.
An adversary may launch this type of attack when it is not willing to forward packets
for other nodes. As discussed before, a misbehaving node canavoid traffic by many
other ways, e.g., dropping packets based on source or destination addresses, or simply
disabling a network interface. We rely upon network redundancy and other mechanisms
[20, 12] to counter this type of misbehavior.

4)Manipulating a validation request/response messageoriginated from other nodes.
If all routers are deployed withS-RIPand use MD5 for message authentication, valida-
tion request/response messages cannot be manipulated en route. However, communica-
tion between a secured router and a remote non-secured router is not authenticated. The
consequences are: 4.1) A routing response sent back by a remote non-secured router can
be modified by an adversary en route. The adversary may modifythe routing response
in such a way that it would confirm the consistency of a false advertised route. 4.2) An
adversary may intercept routing requests sent to a non-secured router, and produce false
responses on behave of that router. This vulnerability can be addressed by IP layer se-
curity. For example, if IPSec is available, an adversary would not be able to manipulate
or intercept routing requests or responses between two remote nodes. It can also be mit-
igated if we assume that an adversary does not have the capability to launch attacks in
packet level. It is easy for an adversary to manipulate a routing table to make a router to
broadcast fraudulent routing information. It may not be that easy to manipulate packets
transmitted through a router if the adversary does not have sufficient control over that
router, e.g., modify and compile source codes, install malicious software, etc.

5) Providing correct routing information but not forwarding data traffic. We can
make routing request and response messages indistinguishable from normal data traf-
fic to validate forwarding level behavior of intermediate routers. Other detection tech-
niques (e.g., probing [12]) for identifying such misbehaving routers can also be inte-
grated intoS-RIP, we do not address the issue in this paper.

One characteristic ofS-RIPis that it does not guarantee that a validated route is
optimal. In fact,S-RIPonly validates route consistency, without considering thecost.
S-RIPalways accepts a consistent route and disregards an inconsistent one regardless
of its cost. Therefore, optimal route involving a misbehaving node may not be used. We
consider this as a good tradeoff between routing security and efficiency.

5.3 Efficiency Analysis

We consider the worst case here. The efficiency of average cases is analyzed by simu-
lation (§6).

Suppose there aren routers andm subnets in a network. The average length of a
route isl +1 hops. For maximum security, every router would validate every route with
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all other routers on that route. For a single route with a length of l +1 hops, the number
of messages required for a consistency check, including requests and responses, is2 · l.
Each message will travel a number of hops. The first request message is sent to the node
in two hops, and will travel 2 hops. The last request message is sent to the node inl + 1
hops, and will travell+1 hops. A response message will travel the same number of hops
as the corresponding request message assuming they travel at the opposite direction of
a same route. Therefore, the total number of hops (message transmissions) traveled by
both request and response messages is2 · [2 + 3 + · · ·+ (l + 1)] = (1 + l) · l. Assume
every router keeps a route for every subnet in the network. Each router would need
(1+ l) · l ·m message transmissions for validating every route. Over thewhole network,
the total number of message transmissions in the most securecase is(1 + l) · l ·m · n.

We use RIP messages for route request and response. Each route request would
need two route entries, one for the routing information fromthe recipient to the ultimate
destination, and one from the recipient to its predecessor node on that route. The RIP
message header is 24 bytes including authentication data, and each route entry is 20
bytes. Thus, one route request or response is 64 bytes. Plus the UDP header (8 bytes)
and IP header (20 bytes), a packet carrying a route request orresponse is 92 bytes.
The total overhead of routing validation, in addition to theoverhead of regular routing
updates, in the most secure case, is92 · (1 + l) · l ·m · n bytes.

As confirmed by our simulation (§6), the validation overhead byS-RIP is pro-
hibitively expensive in the maximally secured case. However, S-RIPprovides the flex-
ibility for balancing security and efficiency via two configurable thresholdsθ1 andθ2

(§4.2). In practice, we expect that the maximally secured casemay only be applied to a
small size network (i.e., the number of nodes and network diameter are small). In other
scenarios,θ1, θ2 can be adjusted to obtain a comfortable level of security andefficiency.

S-RIPvalidation overhead can also be reduced by optimized implementation (e.g.,
transmitting several route requests or responses in a single message). For example, if
v1 advertises tov0 three routes with a same next hopv2. v0 can send a single message
with 4 route entries tov2, one for each of three advertised destinations and one forv1.
The size of the packet carrying this message is 132 bytes, considerably less than 276
bytes which are the total size of three standard packets (each has a length of 92 bytes).

5.4 Incremental Deployment

A practical challenge of securing routing protocols is how to make the secured version
interoperative with the existing infrastructure. Despitetheir technical merits, many pro-
posed mechanisms for securing routing protocols are not widely deployed due to the
fact that they require significant modifications to existingimplementations and/or do
not provide backward interoperability. Since it is unrealistic to expect that an existing
routing infrastructure can be replaced by a secured versionin a very short period of
time, ideally a secured version should be compatible with the insecure protocols. It is
also desirable that security can be increased progressively as more routers are deployed
with the secured protocol.

To this end,S-RIPsupports incremental deployment. We propose that messages
exchanged inS-RIPconform to the message format defined in RIP.S-RIPcan be im-
plemented as a compatible upgrade to the existing RIP, and aS-RIProuter performs
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routing functions the same way as a RIP router. Therefore, deployingS-RIPon a router
only requires a down time for the period of installation and rebooting of RIP processes.
Since RIP router responds to a routing request from a non-direct neighbor (a remote
node), aS-RIProuter can successfully get information (albeit not authenticated) from a
non-secured router for a consistency check. In other words,a RIP router can participate
in a consistency check, but not initiate a consistency check. Thus, even beforeS-RIPis
deployed on all routers, the routing table of aS-RIProuter is partially protected as it is
built from validated routing updates. The more routers deployed withS-RIP, the more
reliable routing tables in the network become. Therefore, we can say that security can
be increased incrementally.

6 Simulation

Maximally Securedθ1 = 0 θ2 = 1
Partially Secured-1θ1 = 0.1 θ2 = 0.9
Partially Secured-2θ1 = 0.2 θ2 = 0.8
Partially Secured-3θ1 = 0.3 θ2 = 0.7

Not Secured θ1 = 0 θ2 = 0

Table 2.Simulation Scenarios

We implementedS-RIPin the network simu-
lator NS2 as an as an extension to the dis-
tance vector routing protocol provided by
NS2.S-RIPis triggered if an advertised route
is used to update a recipient’s routing table.
In this section, we present our preliminary
simulation results on how routing overhead
is affected by different threshold settings and
number of misbehaving nodes inS-RIP.

6.1 Simulation Environment

Network Topology: we simulatedS-RIPwith a number of different network topologies.
In this paper, we only present the simulation results for onetopology which has 50
routers and 82 network links.Fraud: we simulated misbehaving nodes which commit
either or both shorter and longer distance fraud (§3.3). We randomly selected 5, 10,
15, 20, and 25 nodes to commit fraud in each run of the simulation. Note that 25 mis-
behaving nodes represent 50% of the total nodes. Each misbehaving node periodically
(every 2.5 seconds) randomly selects a route from its routing table and makes its dis-
tance shorter or longer.Simulation Scenarios: we simulated 5 scenarios (Table 2) by
adjusting the thresholdsθ1 andθ2. Each simulation runs 180 seconds.

6.2 Routing Overhead

To determine how much network overhead is generated byS-RIP, we compared the
S-RIPoverhead to the total routing overhead, which is calculatedas the sum ofS-RIP
overhead and regular routing update overhead in RIP. Since the distance vector routing
protocol provided by NS2 is not a strict implementation of RIP RFCs, we could not
obtain network overhead directly from the NS2 trace file. We use 92x

92x+632y
to calculate

the ratio ofS-RIPoverhead and the total routing overhead, wherex is the total number
of S-RIPmessage transmissions,y is the total number of rounds of regular routing
updates, 92 bytes is the size of the packet carrying aS-RIPmessage (see§5.3), and 632
bytes is the overhead generated by one router in one round of regular routing updates.
x andy are derived from simulation outputs, which are used to generate Figure 3.
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6.3 Simulation Results

By looking at the output data from the simulation, we observed that an advertised mali-
cious route can be successfully detected by a consistency check. This is precisely what
we expected.
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Figure 3 compares theS-RIP over-
head in different scenarios. 1) In a max-
imally secured network,S-RIPoverhead
is very high (about 40% of the total rout-
ing overhead). TheS-RIPoverhead stays
relatively flat when the number of misbe-
having nodes increases. This is because
every node needs to validate every route
with every other node on that route. In
our implementation, a new route is not
considered if the current route is being
checked for consistency. Since it takes
long time for a consistency check to com-
plete, most new route changes (malicious
or non-malicious) are not checked for
their consistency. Therefore, overhead in-
creased by new malicious updates is insignificant. This indicates that the speed of net-
work convergence is significantly slowed down. We expect that it would make no differ-
ence in terms of overhead if we allow a new route to interrupt an ongoing consistency
check as several uncompleted consistency checks would generate similar amount of
S-RIPoverhead as a completed one does. 2) In the three partially secured scenarios,
S-RIPoverhead is relatively low (less than 8.6%) when there are only 10% of misbe-
having nodes.S-RIPoverhead increases significantly when the number of misbehaving
nodes increases. Since the number of nodes involved in a consistency check is relatively
low in these scenarios, it takes less time to complete. Thus more malicious updates will
trigger more consistency checks and result in moreS-RIPoverhead.S-RIPoverhead de-
creases whenθ1 andθ2 are moved toward each other because: a) the number of nodes
involved in a consistency check decreases; b) the number of routes dropped without
being checked for consistency increases when more than 20% of the nodes misbehave.
3) There is noS-RIPoverhead in a non-secured network sinceS-RIPis never triggered.

7 Related Work
Significant work has been done in securing routing protocols. Perlman [22] is the first
to study the problem of securing routing protocols. Perlmanclassified router failures
into simple failuresandbyzantine failures, and proposed use of public key signatures,
source routing, and other mechanisms, for achieving robustflooding and robust routing.

Smith et al. [29] proposed use of digital signatures, sequence numbers, and a loop-
free path finding algorithm for securing DV routing protocols. One disadvantage is that
it cannot prevent longer or shorter distance fraud.

Mittal and Vigna [18] proposed to use sensor-based intrusion detection for securing
DV routing protocols. One notable advantage of their approach is that it does not require
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modifications to the routing protocol being secured. Thus, it allows incremental deploy-
ment. One disadvantage is that it cannot prevent fraudulentrouting advertisements from
poisoning others’ routing tables, although it may be able todetect them.

Hu, Perrig and Johnson [9, 11] proposed several efficient mechanisms using one-
way hash chains and authentication trees for securing DV routing protocols. Their ap-
proach is one of the first attempts to authenticate the factual correctness of DV routing
updates, and can prevent shorter and same distance fraud. Itcan also prevent newer se-
quence number fraud if a sequence number is used to indicate the freshness of a routing
update. However, it does not address longer distance fraud.

Pei et al. [21] proposed a triangle theorem for detecting potentially or probably
invalid RIP advertisements. Probing messages based on UDP and ICMP are used to
further determine the validity of a questionable route. Onedisadvantage is that probing
messages may be manipulated. A node advertising an invalid route can convince a re-
ceiver that route is valid by: 1) manipulating the TTL value in a probing message; or 2)
sending back an ICMP message (port unreachable) on behalf ofthe destination.

Many researchers have explored securing link state routingprotocols (e.g., OSPF)
[22, 19, 31] and BGP [28, 14, 7, 32]. Reputation-based systems have been used to facil-
itate trust in electronic commerce [25, 33].

8 Concluding Remarks
We expect our framework can be applied to other non-trustworthy environments, e.g.,
inter-domain routing protocols and wireless ad hoc networks. Future research includes:
1) performing detailed analysis ofS-RIPand comparing it with other secure DV proto-
cols (e.g., SEAD [11]); 2) applying the framework to securing BGP [24].
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